1. ABA journal.
2. Administrative & regulatory law news.
3. Administrative law review.
5. The Air and space lawyer / Forum Committee on Air and Space Law, American Bar Association.
7. Akron law review.
8. Akron tax journal.
11. Alaska law review.
13. Albany law review.
14. ALI-ABA business law course materials journal.
15. The American bankruptcy law journal.
17. American criminal law review.
18. American Indian law review.
23. The American journal of legal history.
25. The American University law review.
27. Antitrust.
29. Antitrust law & economics review.
30. Antitrust law journal.
31. Arizona law review.
32. Arizona State law journal.
33. Arkansas law review.
34. Army lawyer.
35. ASLH newsletter / American Society for Legal History.
37. The Banking law journal.
38. Bankruptcy developments journal.
39. The Bar examiner.
40. Bar leader.
41. Baylor law review.
42. Behavioral sciences & the law.
43. The Bench and bar of Minnesota : official publication of the Minnesota State Bar Association.
44. Benefits law journal.
45. Berkeley journal of employment and labor law.
46. Berkeley La Raza law journal.
47. Berkeley technology law journal / Boalt Hall School of Law, University of California, Berkeley.
49. Blast : the bulletin of law/science & technology / American Bar Association, Section of Science and Technology.
50. Boston bar journal.
51. Boston College environmental affairs law review.
52. Boston College law review.
53. Boston University law review.
54. Brandeis law journal.
55. The Brief.
56. Brigham Young University law review.
57. Brooklyn barrister.
58. Brooklyn law review.
59. Buffalo criminal law review.
60. Buffalo environmental law journal.
61. The Buffalo law review.
64. Business & professional ethics journal.
65. Business entities.
66. Business law today / the magazine of the ABA Section of Business Law.
68. The BYU journal of public law.
69. California law review.
70. California lawyer.
71. California State Bar journal.
72. California Western law review.
73. Campbell law review.
74. The Canadian bar review; with which are incorporated the Canada law journal and the Canadian law times.
75. Capital University law review.
76. Cardozo arts & entertainment law journal / Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, Yeshiva University.
77. Cardozo law review.
78. Cardozo studies in law and literature.
79. Cardozo women's law journal.
80. Case Western Reserve law review.
81. The Catholic lawyer.
82. Catholic University of America law review.
83. Chicago Bar record.
84. Chicago-Kent law review.
85. Cleveland State law review.
86. Colorado lawyer.
87. Columbia business law review.
88. Columbia journal of environmental law.
89. Columbia journal of gender and law.
90. Columbia journal of law and social problems.
91. Columbia law review.
92. Columbia-VLA journal of law & the arts.
93. Commercial law journal.
94. Communications and the law.
95. Communications lawyer: publication of the Forum Committee on Communications Law, American Bar Association.
96. Congressional quarterly weekly report.
98. Connecticut law review.
99. Constitutional commentary.
100. The Construction lawyer.
102. The Cornell law review.
103. CQ weekly.
104. Creighton law review.


106. Criminal justice / American Bar Association, Section of Criminal Justice.

107. Criminal law bulletin.

108. Criminology.


110. Cumberland law review.

111. Currents : international trade law journal / South Texas College of Law.

112. De Paul law review.

113. Defense counsel journal.

114. Defense law journal.

115. The Delaware journal of corporate law.

116. Denver University law review.

117. DePaul business law journal.

118. Dialogue : an exchange of information on legal services funding and delivery / Division for Legal Services.

119. Dickinson law review.

120. Dispute resolution magazine.

121. Drake journal of agricultural law.

122. Drake law review.

123. Duke environmental law & policy forum.


125. Duquesne law review.

126. Ecology law quarterly.

127. EDF letter.

128. Emory law journal.

129. Employee rights and employment policy journal.

130. Energy law journal.

132. Environment, energy, and resources law: the year in review.

133. Environmental law.

134. Estate planning.

135. Ethics; an international journal of social, political and legal philosophy.

136. Experience: the magazine of the Senior Lawyers Division, American Bar Association.

137. Family advocate.

138. Family court review.

139. Family law quarterly.

140. FBI law enforcement bulletin.


142. Federal communications law journal.

143. Federal probation.

144. Federation of Insurance & Corporate Counsel quarterly.

145. Fifth circuit civil news.

146. Florida bar journal.

147. Florida law review.

148. Florida State University law review.

149. Focus on law studies: teaching about law in the liberal arts / ABA Advisory Commission on College and University Nonprofessional Legal Studies.

150. Food and drug law journal.

151. Fordham law review.

152. Fordham urban law journal.

153. Fortnightly's energy customer management.

154. Franchise law journal.

155. George Mason law review.

156. George Mason University civil rights law journal.
158. The Georgetown journal of legal ethics.
159. The Georgetown law journal.
160. Georgia bar journal.
161. Georgia law review.
163. Georgia State University law review.
164. Glendale law review.
165. Golden Gate University law review.
166. Gonzaga law review.
167. Green bag.
168. The Guild practitioner.
170. Hamline law review.
171. Harvard blackletter law journal.
173. Harvard civil rights - civil liberties law review.
174. Harvard environmental law review.
176. Harvard journal of law & technology.
177. Harvard journal on legislation.
178. Harvard law review.
179. Harvard negotiation law review.
180. Harvard women's law journal.
181. Hastings communications and entertainment law journal (Comm/Ent).
182. Hastings constitutional law quarterly.
183. The Hastings law journal.
184. Hastings women's law journal.
185. Hawaii bar journal.
186. Health law news.
187. The Health lawyer.
188. Hofstra labor & employment law journal.
189. Hofstra law review.
190. Houston bar bulletin.
191. Houston business and tax law journal.
193. Houston law review.
194. Houston lawyer.
195. Howard law journal.
196. Idaho law review.
197. Idea.
198. Illinois bar journal.
199. Immigration and nationality law review.

200. Indiana law journal.
201. Indiana law review.
202. Industrial & labor relations review.
203. Inter alia.
204. The Internet lawyer.
205. Interpreter releases; an information service on immigration, naturalization and related problems.
206. Iowa law review.
207. IPL newsletter : a publication of the American Bar Association Section of Intellectual Property Law.
208. Issues in law & medicine.
209. Issues in science and technology.
211. The John Marshall law review.
212. Journal.
216. The Journal of air law and commerce.
217. The Journal of arts management, law, and society.
218. A Journal of Church and State.
221. The Journal of conflict resolution.
222. The Journal of contemporary health law and policy.
225. The Journal of criminal law & criminology / Northwestern University School of Law.
228. The Journal of energy and development.
229. Journal of environmental law and litigation.
236. Journal of law and border studies.
237. The Journal of law and commerce.
238. The Journal of law & economics.
244. The Journal of law, medicine & ethics : a journal of the American Society of Law, Medicine & Ethics.
248. The Journal of legal medicine.
249. The Journal of legal studies.
252. Journal of natural resources & environmental law / Mineral Law Center, University of Kentucky, College of Law.
254. The Journal of risk and insurance.
255. Journal of state taxation.

256. Journal of Supreme Court history : yearbook of the Supreme Court Historical Society.
257. The Journal of taxation.
260. Journal of the Copyright Society of the U.S.A.
261. The Journal of the legal profession.
262. Journal of the Missouri Bar.
264. The Judges' journal.
265. Judicature.
266. Jurimetrics.
268. The Justice system journal.
269. Juvenile & family court journal.
270. Juvenile and family law digest.
272. Kentucky bench & bar.
273. Kentucky law journal.
274. Labor & employment law.
275. Labor law journal.
276. The Labor lawyer.
277. Land use & environment law review.
278. Law and contemporary problems.
279. Law and history review.
280. Law and human behavior.
281. Law & inequality.
282. Law and philosophy.
283. Law & policy.
284. Law & psychology review.
287. Law & society review.
288. Law library journal.
289. Law practice management.
290. The law review of Michigan State University Detroit College of Law.
291. Lawyers title news.
292. Lawyer's weekly USA.
293. Legal reference services quarterly.
294. Legal research journal.
295. The Legal studies forum.
296. Legal theory.
297. Legal times.
298. Legal writing: the journal of the Legal Writing Institute.
299. Lincoln law review.
300. Litigation.
301. Litigation news.
302. Los Angeles Bar journal.
303. Los Angeles lawyer.
304. Louisiana bar journal.
305. Louisiana law review.
306. Loyola consumer law review.
307. Loyola law review.
308. Loyola of Los Angeles entertainment law review.
309. Loyola of Los Angeles law review.
310. Loyola University of Chicago law journal.
311. LRE report.
312. Magistrate and constable.
313. Maine law review.
314. Marquette law review.
315. Marquette sports law review.
316. Maryland law review.
317. Massachusetts law review.
318. McGeorge law review.
319. Mercer law review.
320. The Michigan bar journal.
321. Michigan law review.
322. Military law review.
323. Minnesota law review.
324. Mississippi College law review.
325. Mississippi law journal.
326. Missouri law review.
327. Montana law review.
331. National Drug Court Institute review.
332. The National law journal.
335. Natural resources & environment.
336. Natural resources journal.
337. Naval War College review.
338. Nebraska law review.
339. New England journal on criminal and civil confinement.
341. New Hampshire bar journal.
342. New Mexico law review.
343. New York law journal.
347. New York University law review.
348. New York University review of law and social change.
349. Newsletter.
351. Newsletter / ABA Section of Taxation.
354. North Dakota law review.
355. Northern Illinois University law review.
356. Northern Kentucky law review.
357. Northwestern University law review.
359. The Notre Dame law review.
360. Nova law review.
361. Ohio Northern University law review.
362. Ohio State Bar Association report.
363. Ohio State journal on dispute resolution.
364. Ohio State law journal.
365. Oil, gas & energy quarterly.
366. Oklahoma bar journal.
367. Oklahoma City University law review.
368. Oklahoma law review.
369. Oregon law review.
370. The Oregon state bar bulletin.

371. Pace environmental law review.

372. Pace law review.

373. Pennsylvania Bar Association quarterly.

374. Pepperdine dispute resolution law journal.

375. Pepperdine law review.

376. Philosophy & public affairs.

377. Philosophy & public policy quarterly.


379. Practical lawyer: the magazine for the general practitioner.

380. The Practical real estate lawyer.

381. The Practical tax lawyer.

382. Practical tax strategies.

383. Preview of United States Supreme Court cases.


385. The procurement lawyer.

386. Professional ethics.

387. Professional mariner: the journal of professional seamanship.

388. Prosecutor.

389. Public contract law journal.

390. Public land and resources law digest.

391. Public land & resources law review.

392. The public lawyer.

393. Public utilities fortnightly.

394. QLR.

395. The Quinnipiac probate law journal.
396. Real estate law journal.
397. Real property, probate and trust journal.
398. Record.

399. Regent University law review.
400. Res gestae.
401. The Review of litigation.
402. Rutgers computer & technology law journal.
403. Rutgers law journal.
404. Rutgers law review.
405. Saint Louis University law journal.
406. San Diego law review.
407. Santa Clara computer and high-technology law journal.
408. Santa Clara law review.
409. The Scribes journal of legal writing : an official publication of Scribes, the American Society of Writers on Legal Subjects.
410. Seattle University law review.
411. Securities regulation law journal.
412. Seton Hall constitutional law journal.
413. Seton Hall journal of sport law.
414. Seton Hall law review.
415. Seton Hall legislative journal.
417. SMU law review.
418. Social security bulletin.
419. Social security bulletin. Annual statistical supplement.
420. South Carolina law review.
421. South Dakota law review.
422. South Texas law review.
423. Southern California law review.
424. Southern Illinois University law journal.
425. Southern University law review.
426. Southwestern University law review.
427. Spectrum.
429. St. John's law review.
430. St. Louis bar journal.
431. St. Mary's law journal.
432. St. Thomas law review.
433. Stanford environmental law journal.
434. Stanford law review.
435. State & local law news.
436. Stetson law review.
437. Student lawyer.
439. Suffolk University law review.
440. Supreme Court economic review.
441. Syllabus / American Bar Association, Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar.
442. Syracuse law review.
443. The Tax adviser.
444. Tax law review.
446. Tax notes : the journal of policy relevant tax analysis.
448. Temple environmental law & technology journal.
449. Temple law review.

450. Tennessee Bar journal.

451. Tennessee law review.

452. Texas bar journal.

453. Texas entertainment and sports law journal.

454. Texas forum on civil liberties & civil rights : a publication of the University of Texas School of Law and the Individual Rights and Responsibilities Section of the State Bar of Texas.

455. Texas intellectual property law journal / Intellectual Property Law Section of the State Bar of Texas ; University of Texas School of Law.


457. Texas law review.

458. Texas Tech journal of Texas administrative law.

459. Texas Tech law review.

460. Texas Wesleyan law review.

461. Thomas Jefferson law review.

462. The Thomas M. Cooley journal of practical and clinical law.

463. Thomas M. Cooley law review.


465. Tort & insurance law journal.

466. Touro law review.

467. The Trade-mark reporter.

468. Transportation law journal.

469. Trial.

470. Trial lawyers quarterly.

471. Trusts and estates.

472. Tulane law review.

473. Tulsa law journal.
474. Tulsa law review.
475. U.C. Davis law review.
476. UC Davis journal of juvenile law and policy.
477. UCLA journal of environmental law & policy.
478. UCLA law review.
479. UCLA Pacific Basin law journal.
480. UCLA women's law journal.
481. UMKC law review.
482. Uniform commercial code law journal.
483. University of Arkansas at Little Rock law review.
484. University of Baltimore intellectual property law journal.
485. University of Baltimore journal of environmental law.
486. University of Baltimore law forum.
487. University of Baltimore law review.
488. The University of Chicago law review.
489. The University of Chicago Law School roundtable: a journal of interdisciplinary studies.
490. University of Cincinnati law review.
491. University of Colorado law review.
492. University of Dayton law review.
493. University of Detroit Mercy law review.
494. University of Florida journal of law and public policy: JL & PP.
495. University of Hawaii law review.
496. University of Illinois law review.
497. University of Kansas law review.
498. The University of Memphis law review.
499. University of Miami entertainment & sports law review.
500. University of Miami law review.
503. University of Pennsylvania law review.
504. University of Pittsburgh law review.
505. University of Richmond law review.
506. University of San Francisco law review.
507. University of Toledo law review.
508. The University of Toronto law journal.
509. The Urban lawyer.
510. Utah law review.
511. UWLA law review / University of West Los Angeles, School of Law.
512. Valparaiso University law review.
513. Vanderbilt law review.
514. Vermont law review.
515. Villanova environmental law journal.
516. Villanova journal of law and investment management.
517. Villanova law review.
518. The Virginia Bar Association journal.
519. Virginia bar news.
520. Virginia environmental law journal.
521. Virginia law review.
522. Virginia tax review.
523. Wake Forest law review.
524. Washburn law journal.
525. Washington and Lee law review.
526. Washington law review.
527. The Washington quarterly.
528. Washington State Bar news.
529. Washington University law quarterly.
530. Wayne law review.
531. West Virginia law review.
532. Western New England law review.
533. Whittier law review.
534. Widener journal of public law.
535. Willamette law review.
537. William and Mary law review.
538. William Mitchell law review.
539. Wisconsin law review.
540. Wisconsin women's law journal.
541. Women lawyers' journal.
542. Women's rights law reporter.
543. Wyoming law review.
544. Yale journal of health policy, law, and ethics.
545. Yale journal of law and feminism.
546. Yale journal of law & the humanities.
547. Yale journal on regulation.
548. Yale law & policy review.
549. Yale law journal.
550. The young lawyer / a publication of the American Bar Association Young Lawyers Division.